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As I watch this Real Estate roller coaster of Marketing 
ideas spew out the next big thing, I also watch how the 
industry flocks in droves, and follows like sheep to tap 
into the new technology to help build their business. 
It’s really important to state right now, that there is no 
magic pill, no secret answer. Instead it’s all about hard 
work, dedication, and perseverance. 

Do what works for you, not what the industry says works, and not what 
your colleague next to you or down the hall is doing. For example, are you 
on social media, I mean truly on it, scrolling every day, posting content, 
engaging with other peoples posts, liking and commenting on things you 
see, or do you just have an account? Did you create a business page 
because that’s been the thing over the past few years, or did you do it with 
a strategy in mind? Are you aware of the new challenges facing your 
business page, and what are you doing to manage that? 

“THERE IS NO MAGIC PILL,
 NO SECRET ANSWER.

”



Did you sign on for online web leads because it sounded soooo easy? Just 
pay this company between $400 - $2500/month and they’ll just deliver 
you business. Or how about Video - all the craze today is to make sure you 
do video, you need to incorporate video because it’s the new thing, and if 
you do video, this business will just start flowing. If you don’t like being in 
front of a camera, I’m not suggesting not to give it a try, but how long are 
you willing to take to try and master that skill, and then once you do, and 
you are comfortable, let’s call it what it is, do you believe that your first or 
even your tenth video will all of the sudden make you rich? And just like 
blogging was so crucial to your biz 10 years ago. It was going to change 
your world. HA! Did you blog? And if so, did you read anyone else’s blog? 
If you didn’t read theirs, who do you think was reading yours?? Were you 
one of those people who tried to hire a stranger to blog for you? Do you 
realize that serves no purpose. People don’t have time to read it, people 
barely have time for much anymore in life. It seems as if the world is 
moving so fast, that we have all picked up our pace, and our attention span 
is limited.

“PEOPLE JUST DON’T HAVE THE TIME

”
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Point is, there are a lot of ways to market yourself, and in this game, there 
is a new bright shiny object that comes screaming down the roller coaster 
track every 18 months. 

So what do you do? What should you use to get out there and build more 
mindshare? Well, there are only 7 ways to communicate with another 
human being, 7, that’s it! And I challenge you to think about an 8th. 
I have said this more times than I can remember, on phone calls, in 
meetings, on stages in front of huge audiences, and no one has yet to 
come up with an 8th. 

LET’S BREAK DOWN THE 7, AND HIGHLIGHT NOT ONLY THE 
CHANNEL, BUT ALSO THE REASON WE USE THIS CHANNEL, 
AND HOW TO USE IT PROPERLY. 

1. IN PERSON - This is you actually going out and 
meeting with people, seeing people, going for co�ee, lunches, dinners, the 
hockey rink, client appreciation events. This is you physically being present 
with another person, or many persons. You cannot hire anyone to do this 
for you, since Real Estate is a Relationship business, you need to do this. 
Now, when you’re with people, do not sell. Do not, do not, do not, sell. No 
one likes to be sold. If all you do is talk real estate every time you’re with 
people, at some point, when you’re walking through that co�ee shop and 
someone you know sees you, they’re going to run and hide, thinking uh oh 
here he/she comes again trying to sell my house. If you do that, bye bye 
“like you” factor. They may know you, maybe even trust you, but they 
simply won’t like you. Unless you are in a business meeting, when 
physically present with people, just be you. Have fun, be a friend, not a 
salesperson. 

“NO ONE LIKES TO BE SOLD, 
 INSTEAD HAVE FUN, BE A FRIEND,   
 NOT A SALESPERSON

”
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THERE ARE ONLY 7 WAYS 
TO COMMUNICATE WITH 
PEOPLE 
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2. BY PHONE – This is you actually making phone 
calls to people. As I will argue that 99% of Realtors and Sales People see 
70-90% of their business come from people they know, I will encourage 
that the calls you make are warm calls to people you know, rather than cold 
calls to complete strangers. Call them up and say hello, see how the family 
is doing, catch up about a recent vacation, talk about the local sports team 
and last nights game, even ask for advice on something. Just have a 
conversation. Stop making it so hard to pick up the phone. So many people 
I speak with say “but I don’t know what to say when I call people I know”. 
Typically this is because, all they want to do is sell something, and it is just 
so much easier to call a complete stranger and be a telemarketer. Again, 
this leads to working harder. When you call people you know, you extend 
on “relationship”. It’s the tiny little things we do with the people we know, 
that builds and nurtures the relationships we have. You should have a 
strategy around this, who you’re going to call, and how often you’re going 
to call them. By being strategic, every once in a while you will, because of 
your relationship, be allowed to have a business conversation. The best 
part is, as you develop and nurture the relationship, you are making it easier 
for those people to call you when they have even the smallest question 
about for example “Real Estate”. For this channel, you also cannot hire 
anyone to do this for you.

“SCHEDULE THE CALL, MAKE NOTES   
 ON WHAT YOU TALKED ABOUT,    
 THEN MOVE THEM AHEAD IN 
 YOUR CALeNDAR 3-5 MONTHS,    
 Create PREDICTABLE DAYS WITH   
 INCOME PRODUCING ACTIVItiES 

”
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3. TEXT MESSAGE – If I wanted to invite 
you for co�ee, or possibly lunch or dinner, I could easily text you. If I had a 
quick question, I would text you. However if I wanted to share stats about 
the market, or give you some sort of news update, or even insights, a text 
message would not be the right channel. Have you ever received a 
marketing message via text? Didn’t it feel somewhat intrusive, as if why are 
you marketing to me by text, this is my personal cell phone?? I mean we 
don’t give our cell out to just any random company. It’s meant for friends 
and family, and close clients to get in touch with us. As a text message, it’s 
meant to be a personal channel to communicate with short messages. Yes 
you should be using this channel to communicate, but you should not be 
selling through this channel, and again you cannot and should not hire 
anyone to do this for you. 

“TEXT MESSAGES ARE MORE   
 PERSONAL THAN EMAIL 

”

“TEXTS ARE SHORT AND SWEET, NOT  
 MEANT TO PROVIDE TOO MUCH   
 INFO OR SELL ANYTHING 

”



“PAPER IS NOT DEAD 

”

“PAPER DELIVERS THE BUSINESS    
 MESSAGE WHILE YOU’RE NOT THERE,  
 AND consciously CONNECTS YOU  
 TO THEIR HOME  

”

76% OF MILLENNIALS IN THE UNITED STATES SEE PAPER 
AS MORE TRUSTWORTHY FOR MARKETING THAN 
ELECTRONIC CHANNELS
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4. DIRECT MAIL – ah, the stigma around the snail 
mail. Paper is dead. No one uses paper anymore. Marketing by paper? It’s expensive, 
and hard to track. There are a ton of stigmas around the use of paper, and if you get 
up and hug a tree every morning, I can understand why you don’t use paper. All that 
said, did you know that 76% of “millennials” in the United States see paper as more 
trustworthy for marketing than electronic channels? Do you know why? Because it is 
too easy to get duped into a scam or a virus through electronic messaging. Paper 
does not pose that same risk.

Furthermore when you think of Real Estate, paper is in fact the only method of 
marketing that actually connects with someone’s home. Think about this, when you 
send me an email, or a text, or you call me, or even connect on social media, I get all 
your messages through my 1 device, and I can literally be anywhere in the world. This 
does not necessarily connect you to my home. Instead, when I receive that paper in 
my mail box, I am definitely at home. 

What starts to happen is that you begin to subconsciously connect yourself with my 
home. When I am at home, I see you, when I think about my home, I think of you. We 
are always so concerned with developing the relationship with the person, that we 
often forget about and disregard the actual home. Now I know you’re thinking, what 
is this guy talking about?? The home doesn’t have feelings, it doesn’t know I’m 
connecting with it. And yes, I agree with you. The actual home has no idea. However 
by you focusing on their home, sending mail, updating with a list in the spring of the 
top landscapers in the area, or top snow removal companies for the winter, or even 
delivering grass seed, or yard bags, you are developing a conscious connection with 
the physical home. The home owner is thinking about you when they think about 
their home, and you are building the mindshare. Every time they think of their home, 
they think of you. When it comes time to buying, selling, or even referring, for some 
reason you are the first one they think of. This direct mail channel is the opposite to 
the in person or the call or text and would not be used to quickly ask a question or 
invite someone for dinner. Instead it can be used to deliver a calendar for their home, 
and marketing content about their community and the market around them. An 
informative piece of value add information. The best part is, you are not there when 
this lands and so they don’t feel as if you’re this pushy sales person. This channel, you 
can hire someone to help you with.



5. EMAIL – Again, if you wake up and hug a tree every 
morning, I can understand having an e-only strategy. But if you’re e-only 
because it’s cheap and cheery, then you’re truly missing out on the value of 
a cross channel approach.

Not to mention the amount of email we don’t see because of all our layers 
of spam filters. There is simply too much email and overall electronic 
messaging being sent and received every day, to possibly be able to stay on 
top of it all. Important to note that good open rates are between 15-20%.

That said, email is also a non intrusive way to share marketing 
information. And this is why it is so important to always be building a 
clean email list for ongoing value add info. Again, you are not physically 
present when that message is received. Also realistically, people can 
easily unsubscribe if they really want to. Use email, and use it the right 
way. This one, you can also hire someone to help you with.

“THEY SAY WE RECEIVE ON AVERAGE   
 OVER 120 emails PER DAY, OF    
 WHICH 50% IS SPAM 

”  

“I GET MORE SPAM TO MY  INBOX,  
 THAN I GET JUNK MAIL to MY   
 ACtuAL MAILBOX  

”

“USE EMAIL TO SEND THE     
 BUSINESS/MARKETING MESSAGE 

”
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6. SOCIAL MEDIA Be all over social media, 
you need be everywhere, everyone is on social and if you are not, you will 
be lost, and you will lose out. I’d say there is a sense of validity around the 
statement to being on social. There are over 2 billion people on Facebook.  
We are there to connect with people, to be entertained, to learn something, 
and purely out of habit. We are not there to buy anything. 

So in comes the business page - Facebook started as an online yearbook, 
then us businesses took over, and long story short they went back to their 
routes and have set Facebook up so that it only promotes our business 
page to between 2-5% of our followers. That’s it!! So how do you get the 
content on your page to be seen? This is where paying for social media 
comes into the mix. You need to pay to “sponsor” your posts. BUT that’s all 
you’re paying for, is to “sponsor” your posts. You still need to come up with 
the content, and it needs to be good content, value add stu�, not just your 
listing and the next listing and then an open house. Unless I am shopping 
for a house, AND I happen to maybe know you, then your sponsored post 
that you spent money on, still does nothing for me. And when you analyze 
this properly using the AMH Theorem which you can find in the resource 
centre at mindshare101.com, you’re talking to the wrong audience. So this 
begs the question as to the validity of even spending your time with that 
page. I could go on and on about social media, and in fact we spend a lot of 
time on this in The MindShare Challenge. If you haven’t heard of it yet, 
check out themsc101.com to see success stories and get more details. The 
bottom line though is that you yourself and you, need to be involved in 
social media. You should not be hiring someone do to it for you. 

“HIRING SOMEONE TO DO YOUR  
 SOCIAL MEDIA IS LIKE HIRING   
 SOMEONE TO GO TO A PARTY    
 for YOU 

”

“SOCIAL MEDIA IS SOCIAL media   
 NOT BUSINESS MEDIA 

”



7. ONLINE MARKETING – this 
encompasses your website, SEO, Remarketing, Retargeting, Inmarketing,  
Landing Pages, essentially trying to find strangers on the web. This is expensive! 
How much money do you truly have that you can a�ord to spend all this 
money on strangers? And if you are using this strategy to get the leads, what 
are you doing to convert those leads, and how hard are you working for it all? 

PEOPLE WILL GO TO YOUR SITE FOR ONLY 2 REASONS

1) BECAUSE YOU HAVE A LISTING THEY’RE    
 INTERESTED IN 

2) BECAUSE YOUR MARKETING DROVE THEM THERE
Remember your website is simply a validator, and people go there after 
you’ve met, to validate who you are. They aren’t shopping for their 
mortgage there, they may look at the listings you have but they’ll always 
revert back to the MLS because that’s where everything is. Your website is 
an online business card. Yes you need one, but just because you have one, 
doesn’t mean your world is going to up and change. This channel, you 
should hire someone/some company to help, but make sure it’s part of 
your strategy, not your entire strategy. Make sure very importantly you can 
budget for your website and the support for the long term, otherwise you’re 
not setting it up to even have a chance at working.

“ONLINE MARKETING IS EXPENSIVE 

”

“YES YOU NEED A WEBSITE, BUT    
 REMEMBeR THAT It’S MORE OF AN   
 ONLINE BUSINESS CARD, THAN IT 
  is A BUSINESS DRIVER 

”

“IT’S ONE THING TO SPEND MONEY TO   
 GET LEADS, IT’S ANOTHER THING TO   
 ACTUALLY CONVERT THEM 

”
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EVERYTHING, AND ANYTHING 
WE DO, REQUIRES SUPPORT. 
If you have the website, you need to market it to generate the leads. Then once you 
get the leads, you need the CRM to capture those leads. Then you need the ongoing 
marketing to convert those leads. Once converted, you then need to continue 
marketing so you can get the repeat and referral business. 

I send a piece of direct mail, I’ll book-end it with email. Send one email before the 
mail gets to you, informing you to watch your mail box, and then send another email 
after you read it to see if you checked your mail box. If you’re going to send Flyers, get 
out there and door knock. If you’re going to door knock, when you speak with people, 
get them into your CRM. Everything needs a process, so you can convert more. 

You don’t have a flashing neon open sign, or a light on top of your car to tell people 
you’re open for business. Use the right channel, to deliver the right message. 

Nike, Coke, and McDonald’s never worry about how much they market to us. They 
simply do it repetitiously and consistently to build the mindshare. And that’s why 
they have so much market share!

“IMPLEMENT A CROSS CHANNEL    
 STRATEGY AND ALWAYS HAVE A Plan  
 for what WILL HAPPEN Next 

”
 

“REPETITION AND CONSISTENCY   
 BUILDs MINDSHARE 

”
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4. DIRECT MAIL – ah, the stigma around the snail 
mail. Paper is dead. No one uses paper anymore. Marketing by paper? It’s expensive, 
and hard to track. There are a ton of stigmas around the use of paper, and if you get 
up and hug a tree every morning, I can understand why you don’t use paper. All that 
said, did you know that 76% of “millennials” in the United States see paper as more 
trustworthy for marketing than electronic channels? Do you know why? Because it is 
too easy to get duped into a scam or a virus through electronic messaging. Paper 
does not pose that same risk.

Furthermore when you think of Real Estate, paper is in fact the only method of 
marketing that actually connects with someone’s home. Think about this, when you 
send me an email, or a text, or you call me, or even connect on social media, I get all 
your messages through my 1 device, and I can literally be anywhere in the world. This 
does not necessarily connect you to my home. Instead, when I receive that paper in 
my mail box, I am definitely at home. 

What starts to happen is that you begin to subconsciously connect yourself with my 
home. When I am at home, I see you, when I think about my home, I think of you. We 
are always so concerned with developing the relationship with the person, that we 
often forget about and disregard the actual home. Now I know you’re thinking, what 
is this guy talking about?? The home doesn’t have feelings, it doesn’t know I’m 
connecting with it. And yes, I agree with you. The actual home has no idea. However 
by you focusing on their home, sending mail, updating with a list in the spring of the 
top landscapers in the area, or top snow removal companies for the winter, or even 
delivering grass seed, or yard bags, you are developing a conscious connection with 
the physical home. The home owner is thinking about you when they think about 
their home, and you are building the mindshare. Every time they think of their home, 
they think of you. When it comes time to buying, selling, or even referring, for some 
reason you are the first one they think of. This direct mail channel is the opposite to 
the in person or the call or text and would not be used to quickly ask a question or 
invite someone for dinner. Instead it can be used to deliver a calendar for their home, 
and marketing content about their community and the market around them. An 
informative piece of value add information. The best part is, you are not there when 
this lands and so they don’t feel as if you’re this pushy sales person. This channel, you 
can hire someone to help you with.



THERE ARE ONLY 7 WAYS TO 
COMMUNICATE WITH PEOPLE, 

USE THEM ALL TO BUILD 
MINDSHARE! 

Check out themsc101.com 
to find out when 

you can take the next 
MindShare Challenge.
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